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Product Introduction：
ღMade with non-toxic ABS,BPA free material,no harm to your baby. 
ღThe bathtub squirt water toy designed in cute elephant shape. Bright colors can exercise baby's color sensitivity and improve baby's awareness of color. 
ღ Suitable for age 3months+, small designs are easy to grip and free to improve hand and eye co-ordination,sharpcreativity and enhances fine motor skills 
ღ This shower toy are sized perfectly for smaller hands, help to developed kids hand-eye coordination and Tactile perception. 
ღCute appearance design enough to attract your kids curiosity. 
ღThe bathing watering pot can use for the baby when they take a shower, at the same time, it can be used for water your garden and will be a summer beach play
toys, increaing the interaction of parents and kids 
ღWith the elephant watering pot, it is more simple and convenient for people to wash their heads for their baby and reduce the possibility of water splashing into the
eyes 
ღPerfect gift for kids. It promotes kid's ability of color cognizance, potential creativity, imagination
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$10.99

Vendor: Wekneve
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